When Bristol wanted to brand itself as a
Learning City, who did it turn to for help?
Bristol employers, education, arts and cultural
organisations have decided to work together to
foster a culture of learning where everyone
in Bristol is proud to learn – at school, at work
and in communities. Under the banner of
Bristol: A Learning City they will be promoting
and demonstrating the benefits of learning to
transform people’s lives.

!

Bristol City Council hired Freedom Hill to design
the branding for Bristol: A Learning City, to build
a central website for the initiative
(www.bristollearningcity.com), and to work
with Bristol schools developing key messages,
case studies, articles, videos and social media
campaigns to help change public and
stakeholder perceptions about Bristol schools.

Education marketing specialists

This is just one example of our work with
education professionals. We provide support to
individual schools and academies, school
federations and alliances, and local authorities.

!

We also run SchoolsImprovement.net, one of
the UK’s leading sources of education-related
news and briefings, used by over 35,000
people every month.

!

To find out more call Mark Ellis on 01926
887400, e-mail mark@freedomhill.co.uk or
visit our website: www.freedomhill.co.uk.

Branding and communications strategy
Design
Web development
Content and social media marketing

E D WAR D ’S B O Y S
p re s e n t

Th e La d y ’s Tri a l
by

JO H N F O R D
Performances
7.30pm Thursday 12th March – LMH, University of Oxford
7.30pm Friday 13th March – Queen Mary’s Grammar School, Walsall
7.30pm Saturday 14th March – Levi Fox Hall
7.30pm Sunday 15th March – Levi Fox Hall
7.00pm Saturday 26th September – Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, Shakespeare’s Globe
6.00pm Sunday 27th September – Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, Shakespeare’s Globe

There will be one interval of 15 minutes.
Please ensure that mobile ‘phones and similar devices have been switched off.
Please refrain from taking photographs during the performance.
Cover image by David Troughton

This production is dedicated by everyone connected with Edward’s Boys, present and past,
to David Biddle
– as he said, “definitely the oldest member of your company.”

Edward’s Boys

Edward’s Boys in Galatea at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, April 2014 (photograph by Pete Le May, by kind permission of Globe Education)

Edward’s Boys (www.edwardsboys.org) is an allboy theatre company comprising students from
King Edward VI School, Stratford-upon-Avon
(“Shakespeare’s School”). The impetus grew initially
from teacher Perry Mills’ involvement with Michael
Wood’s BBC series In Search of Shakespeare and
subsequent workshops on the Elizabethan Boy Player
developed with Professor Carol Chillington Rutter
(University of Warwick).

Smith (University of Oxford), the Edward’s Boys’
project, ‘is the most sustained attempt to re-imagine
what we think boy companies could do - and it will
really re-write the academic theatre history books.’
There is an archive of all their performances available
on DVD (www.edwardsboys.org/shop).

From the inception the project has received great
support, encouragement – and even bookings – from
the dedicated education department directed by
Patrick Spottiswoode at Shakespeare’s Globe. The
dramatists covered include Lyly, Middleton, Marston,
Dekker, Marlowe, Webster and, for the first time this
year, Ford.
Over the last few years they have received wide
academic and critical attention for their work
exploring the repertoire of the boys’ companies from
the early modern period. In the words of Dr Emma

Edward’s Boys perform for HRH Prince of Wales, June 2014

Edward’s Boys and Globe Education
Last year Edward’s Boys launched Globe Education’s
first season in the candlelit Sam Wanamaker
Playhouse with a stunning production of Galatea
which John Lyly wrote for a Boys’ Company. It was a
privilege to be able to see Galatea played by such an
accomplished company of young actors.
There was no question but that we wanted Edward’s
Boys back in the Playhouse in 2015. Perry Mills very
generously agreed to consider staging a play by John
Ford, contributing to Globe Education’s “John Ford
Experiment”. Full productions of ‘Tis Pity She’s A
Whore and The Broken Heart in the Playhouse are
to be followed by staged readings of all Ford’s soloauthored plays performed at Gray’s Inn or in the
Playhouse.
Edward’s Boys will bring the Experiment to an end
with a full production of Ford’s neglected The Lady’s
Trial in candlelight.
My thanks to the Headmaster for supporting
the Edward’s-Globe initiative, to Perry Mills for
championing neglected plays with such brilliant
productions, and to the members of the Company
and their parents.

Patrick Spottiswoode
Director, Globe Education

Thanks...
We are keen to express our grateful thanks to the following people for their assistance with this production:
Emma Benton; Helena Maybery; Sarah Rakatonirina; Mary Mills; Patrick Spottiswoode; Lisa Hopkins;
Steve Purcell; Lucy Munro; Eleanor Southgate; Rebecca Casey, Subha Mukherji; Helen Barr; Tiffany Stern;
Laurie Maguire; Emma Smith; Alex Mills; Greg Doran; Jane Tassell; Sandra Smith; Jayne Hawkins; David
and Jacquie Williams; Amanda Waters; Fiona Fairbairn; Sue Woodman; Judith Harrison; Susan Swann; Nigel
Browning; Tom Walton; Jackie Brock; Mike Hawley; Bennet Carr; Andrew Henderson; Matt Browning; David
Standbridge; Judith Affleck; Jason Backes; Bob Taylor; Mole Works; Steve Temple; Steve Henderson; Laurens
Macklon; Chris Dunford; Rachel Biggs; Richard Mahony; Debbie Madden; Sam Casement; Felix Marot;
Harry Armstrong; Gavin Birkett; Nick Fatkin; Tim Swain; Judy McCoy; faux pas Committee
... and our sincere apologies to those who have been omitted.
This production has been supported by the Pound-a-Day Scheme.

Director’s Ramblings
Registered in 1638, The Lady’s Trial is Ford’s last play,
but I have detected no sense of a ‘winding down’.
Rather, this remarkable piece seems to be looking far
into the future.
In my, admittedly limited, experience such
exploration of the treatment of women by men is
unique in the drama of this period. We must wait
until the complex psychological plays of Ibsen in the
second half of the nineteenth century to find similar
expression of the struggle by women to assert their
independence. The mystifying and strange – but
truthful and oh-so-exciting – sub-text reminds me
of Pinter. And as with Pinter, don’t look for simple
answers in Ford: that way madness lies.
The explicit analogy between an audience and a jury
drawn in the play’s title focusses our attention upon
questions of judgement and perspective, in a manner
we subsequently find relentlessly explored in the
second half of the twentieth century.
And then there is the concept of “The Male Gaze”.
Women are judged by different standards from men.
They say that was discovered in the 1970s.

Designs for a mid 17th century theatre by John Webb, formerly presumed
to be Inigo Jones’ plans for the Cockpit (Phoenix) Theatre in Drury Lane

So why on earth was it performed by a boys’
company?
My answer to that question is straightforward.
More middle-class women were visiting the indoor
playhouses at this point. (By the way, the Cockpit
Theatre, the original venue, was pretty much the
same as the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse.) Real
women were sitting only a few feet away from boys
in dresses, wigs and make-up, who were acting out
the same situations which they were struggling to
live through on a daily basis. This made the challenge
more acute, more painful.
No wonder things had to change.
“Calm down, dear!”

Perry Mills

Cover illustratio

on for Swetnam the Woman-Hater

Staging Trials
Early modern audiences evidently found a good trial scene an enticing prospect. Trials
are, of course, intensely theatrical occasions, focused as they are on a central conflict
for which the stakes are inevitably high. Trials allow space for rhetorical displays,
heated debate, dramatic revelations. In the theatre, they allow a large number of
characters to congregate in a single scene. A climax is, of course, guaranteed.
Some of the early modern theatre’s most famous trial scenes feature a female defendant
being tried by a predominantly male court. In Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale (c. 1610),
the innocent queen Hermione is indicted for adultery, while her insanely jealous
husband Leontes sits as both judge and plaintiff. Another queen, Katharine, refuses to
recognise the authority of the court convened to judge the legitimacy of her marriage
in Shakespeare’s All is True (1613), noting that it is inordinately biased against her.
Like each of these, the trial scene in Webster’s The White Devil (1612) sits at the centre
of the play, and in print, it even got its own title, ‘The Arraignment of Vittoria’. Once
again, we see a woman accused of sexual impropriety by a male authority figure who
combines the roles of prosecutor and judge. ‘If you be my accuser,’ says Vittoria to
Cardinal Monticelso, ‘Pray cease to be my judge’.
By its nature, a trial scene asks its audience to judge the characters on display. But what
is striking in many of these scenes is that, theatrically speaking, the accusers are just as
much on trial as the accused. The male prosecutors in these plays frequently rely upon
ad hominem attacks rather than actual evidence, exposing their own obsessions and
hypocrisies as they do so. The accused women often draw attention to the presence
of the real-life theatre audience, implicitly inviting them to bear witness to the court’s
bias: Hermione complains that she is more unhappy (and more chaste) ‘than history
can pattern, though devised / And played to take spectators’, while Vittoria refers
repeatedly to ‘this auditory’ and ‘this assembly’.
The title page of a now little-known contemporary play, Swetnam the Woman-Hater
Arraigned by Women (c. 1619), gives us some evidence as to how such scenes may have
been staged in the early modern playhouse. Swetnam the Woman-Hater inverts the
pattern outlined above, staging a trial in which a misogynistic man is tried by a female
court. The illustration on its front cover shows the judge on a raised seat at the centre
of the stage, while the defendant stands in front of her at a bar. In an early modern
playhouse, this would put the defendant near the edge of the stage, standing at the
centre of the playhouse facing the tiring house façade (a powerful position from which
to make appeals to spectators), while the judge sits at the back, the visual focus of the
scene. Perhaps in such scenes the judge is always on trial.

Dr Steve Purcell
University of Warwick

Women
On Trial
The Lady’s Trial, John Ford’s last play, may not
be as spectacular or as eye-catching as his better
known ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore, but it is full of quieter
pleasures. On the surface, little happens, but beneath
the surface a great deal does. Like so many of Ford’s
plays, The Lady’s Trial revisits Othello, but here Auria,
the putatively wronged husband, takes the trouble
to make a serious enquiry into whether his friend’s
accusation of his wife is well-founded. In any case
the friend, Aurelio, is no Iago: he makes a genuine
mistake, even if he is, as the innocent wife Spinella
points out, only too willing to believe the worst of
her. And Spinella is no Desdemona, for she asks
the question which nobody in Othello ever seems to
think of, which is what Aurelio’s own motivation is:
does he perhaps resent the fact that her relationship
with Auria is stronger than his own? Ford does not
simply recall Othello; he also invites us to examine
its underlying logic, and to be aware of the protocols
and precedents which shape his own dramatic
choices.
In particular, he reminds us of a long tradition of
representing women as tragic victims. Even with
her greater awareness of her situation, Spinella,
we realise, will still be lucky to escape the fate of
Desdemona. Her very name labels and potentially
condemns her, for a spinel, as the jewel-conscious
Ford well knew, is a stone which is like a ruby but
not so precious. According to the Bible, the value of
a good woman is above the price of rubies, but since
a spinel is not quite a ruby, how can anyone be sure
of the value of Spinella? She therefore finds herself
on trial, and neither she nor the audience knows
whether Auria genuinely doubts her, or whether he
believes her all along but considers it important for
her name to be publicly cleared.

Our sense of Spinella’s vulnerability is underlined
by the play’s two subplots, which may appear
quite separate from the main plot, but are actually
connected to it in important ways (as is indicated
at the end when Auria reminds us that Amoretta
is his cousin and reveals that Benazzi is under his
protection). In one, Guzman and Fulgoso pursue
Amoretta, whose lisp supposedly signalled a strong
sexual appetite. In the process they recycle several
hoary jokes about the hostility between the Dutch
and the Spanish (caused by the religious wars
between them) and perhaps give an airing to a very
well-known theatrical prop, the Spanish don costume
first worn by Hieronymo in Kyd’s The Spanish
Tragedy sixty years before and also trotted out in
Jonson’s The Alchemist, by which time it had already
become a cliché. In the two braggarts’ courtship
the languages of love and war mesh seamlessly, and
Amoretta herself is nothing more than an object to
be fought over, whose sexual parts can be frankly
discussed even though neither of the two men is ever
likely to see them. In the other and more subversive
of the two subplots, the repentant Levidolce turns her
back on a life of promiscuity and remarries her first
husband Benazzi after a series of delicate negotiations
in which each pretends not to recognise the other,
creating a clever parallel to the way in which Spinella
and Auria are each unsure of what the other thinks
of them. In their own ways, both Amoretta and
Levidolce are in danger of a sort, and, like Spinella,
they have very few options open to them.
When Spinella is brought to her trial, she has a
particularly difficult task, because it is much harder
to prove that something did not happen than that it
did. Here too Ford is revisiting an earlier dramatic
model, this time the famous trial scene in Webster’s
The White Devil in which the heroine Vittoria faces
lawyers who twist everything she says and are
affronted by the very fact that she attempts to defend
herself. Spinella too finds that denial is interpreted
as ‘masculine confidence’ and that there is little or
nothing she can say. For the young Inns of Court
men who made up a significant proportion of Ford’s
audience, this play offered a chance to reflect on the
difficulties faced by women whose reputation was
called into question, and to recognise how much the
cards are stacked against them.

Lisa Hopkins
Sheffield Hallam University

Cast
“The Speakers”
Prologue/Epilogue		
Abhi Gowda
				Adam Hardy
				Jamie Whitelaw
Auria				Finlay Hatch
Adurni			Pascal Vogiaridis
Aurelio

		James Williams

Malfato			George Hodson
Trelcatio			Oliver Lloyd
Martino			Myles Langley
Piero				Isaac Sergeant
Futelli				Dominic Howden
Guzman			Dan Power
Fulgoso			George Ellingham
Benazzi			Dan Wilkinson
Spinella			Joe Pocknell
Castanna			Charlie Waters
Amoretta			

Ben Clarke (Y9)

Levidolce			Jack Hawkins

“The Mutes”
Tristan Barford		

Ed Beighton

Joe Coghlan			

Ben Clarke (Y12)

Felix Crabtree			

Dominic Ellis

Patrick Ellis			

Felix Gallagher

Nick Jones			

Ritvick Nagar

Tom Woodland		

Setting: Genoa, 1638

Production Team
Programme			Mark Ellis
				Ed Beighton
				Dan Wilkinson
Costumes			Amanda Wood				
				Lizzy Martin
Make-up and Wigs		
Brenda Leedham				
				Sophie Reynolds
Props				Louisa Nightingale				
				David Troughton
Lighting			John Cherry
Movement			Struan Leslie
Ben Dennes			
Composition and		
Musical Direction		Sam Bridges					
				Joe Woodman
Musicians			Chloe Halliwell
				Kate Matthews
				Sam Bridges
				Maninder Dhami
				Joe Woodman
				Ben Dennes
Stage Manager			

Hamish de Nett

Deputy Stage Manager

Joe Woodman

Producers			Suzie Vogiaridis				
				Mark Ellis					
				Richard Pearson
Scenic Design and Poster

David Troughton

Director			Perry Mills
“Gogol was fond of saying that funny things often
become sad if you look enough at them. This
conjuring trick of mirth into sadness is Gogol’s
dramatic style.”
Edward Braun, Meyerhold on Theatre, 1991
“Jesus said: ‘Do not judge, or you too will be judged.
For in the same way as you judge others, you will
be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be
measured to you.’”
Matthew 7.1

The Play in Rehearsal

“In 1639 Richard Heton drew up materials for a patent that he hoped he would get, giving
him more control over the company - Queen Henrietta Maria’s Men - performing at the
Salisbury Court. In it he says that the company should get ‘one day’s profit wholly to
themselves every year in consideration of their want of stools on the stage, which were taken
away by His Majesty’s command’ (Wickham, Berry and Ingram’s English Professional Theatre,
667; see also Bentley’s Jacobean and Caroline Stage, 6: 8). It’s not clear when this ‘command’
happened, or whether it just affected the Salisbury Court. There’s evidence c. 1630 that there
was stool-sitting at the Salisbury Court - Randolph’s The Muse’s Looking Glass, which follows
The Knight of the Burning Pestle in bringing ‘spectators’ on stage, suggests that they sit on the
stage to watch (the action in the play is very carefully contained). Presumably it happened at
some point in the 1630s, but beyond that it’s difficult to be certain!”

(From a private email to the director)
Dr Lucy Munro
King’s College London

DVDs of Edward’s Boys’
previous productions are
now available to buy from
EdwardsBoys.org/shop
Printed by Bloomfield Limited,
Bidford-on-Avon, Warwickshire, on
carbon captured paper.
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Very Private
& Client focused
Lodders is a law firm built around outstanding legal
advice and exceptional service to regional,
national and international private clients.
From business owners through
to wealthy families, landowners,
farmers and successful individuals,
clients choose Lodders for our
renowned technical expertise and
our friendly, partner-led service.
Our Private Client team is ranked
top by both Legal 500 and
Chambers, as well as being the first
choice for many of the Midlands
most successful individuals.
We are fortunate to have many
of the region’s most talented
private client solicitors, plus
a leading chartered tax adviser,
a contested probate specialist,
heavyweight residential property
lawyers and one of the UK’s leading
care and capacity specialists.

All of which means we are well
placed to protect every aspect
of your business and family
interests at all stages of life, from
complex business and property
transactions, through to preserving,
growing and transferring your
wealth and the care of elderly
or vulnerable relatives.
You’ll find us away from the city
lights. You’ll also find us discreet,
friendly and very effective – always
supporting your big decisions
with our proven combination
of technical innovation and
thoughtful legal advice.
We would welcome the opportunity
to advise you. To begin the process
simply contact your nearest Lodders
office. We look forward to hearing
from you.
Martin P Green
Senior Partner and head
of the Private Client team
Lodders Solicitors LLP

Here are just a few of the matters our team is currently working on:
• Advising on setting up company
structures and trusts for wealth
protection

• Acting in the management
of a significant personal injury
fund for an incapacitated client

• Helping a family reclaim care
fees from the NHS

• Succession planning for a fourth
generation family business

• Helping a family to challenge
a care fees decision

• Advising on the removal and
replacement of an incapable
trustee

• Handling a dispute between
beneficiaries of a large estate
• Advising on the future taxation
of pensions
• Removing warring executors from
the administration of an estate
• The sale and purchase of a number
of high value private properties

Stratford upon Avon office 01789 293259
Henley in Arden office
01564 792261
Cheltenham office
01242 228370

www.lodders.co.uk

@lodderslawyers

• Handling a probate with significant
overseas interests in the estate
• Negotiating with HMRC
regarding agricultural property
relief in a HNW estate
• Applying to the Court of
Protection for a tax efficient
statutory will

s o l ic it or s

